



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































This article is a Foundation Theory for Curriculum development of Training for Language Teachers.
This is ３ subjects. １ : In the Past Article, I maintained that we need to detect the philosophy on
Speech Theory “Taiwa−Kan : the unit of discussion Loop”. “Taiwa−Kan”came from Yamaguchi−Kiichiro’s
Theory（１９５２）. The Theory “Taiwa−Kan shuhd be founded by Phenomenology. ２. “Gensyougaku wa
Shikou no Genri dearu−Phenomenology is the Principle of Thinking”described the history of modern phi-
losopy and cleaerd that Phenomenology is important theory. ３. The found theory of Teaching for １st
Language needs Theory of “Taiwa−Kan”by Phenomenology. Because we know that the theory is How to
cross over the Oneself.
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